
Exhale Book Club Discussion Guide 

February: Shine Shine Shine by Lydia Netzer 

* There may be spoilers in this. You’ve been warned! * 

Q1: Lydia Netzer’s novel, Shine Shine Shine, tells the story of Sunny and Maxon, two people who are 
different, but who are different together. In what ways are Sunny and Maxon marked as “different” before 
they meet one another, and in what ways do they become different together?  

Q2: On page 15, Emma Butcher is giving birth in a faraway land when she never though she’d have a 
child, and happily so. But the day she has Sunny, all that changes: “In the morning, before the eclipse, 
Emma Butcher had been fine with living out the rest of her life in Burma. She would keep her body 
going, breathe, smile, and eventually die. Later, after the baby, she was no longer okay with staying in 
Burma. She rose up from that bed a mother, and ready to fight for the rest of her days. What does it 
matter for a woman to give up her self, and live quietly, with the choices she has made? But when the 
woman becomes a mother, she can no longer participate in the slow rot. Because no one’s going to rot the 
child. And anyone who tries will suffer the mother’s consequences.” - p. 15-16 

In what ways does Emma fight for Sunny, both as a child in Asia and later in America?  

Q3: “There were too many things happening at once and one of them had to go.” - p. 142  

When Sunny faces several big life crises at once (a dying mother, Maxon in space, an impending birth, 
and more), this is the phrase that runs through her head as she makes decisions. As mothers, we all always 
have a lot going on, but sometimes it’s even more than usual. When that happens to you, what’s the first 
thing you let go of? Why?  

Q4: “She had taken the mother off life support. She had taken the child off medicine. She had taken 
herself off wigs, eyebrows, her urban housewife costume disguise. She couldn’t do anything else to speed 
the end times, but the end times refused to come. Someone should come to the door, pronounce her life 
unfit, the charade over, but no one came.” - p. 142 

There are so many times I look around and think “how did anyone let me bring home a baby and be in 
charge? I should not be the adult in this situation.” Do you ever feel that way? Why do you think that is? 
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“She rose up from that bed a mother, and ready to fight for the rest of her days.” - p. 15



Q5: “When she got pregnant for the first time, Sunny was afraid she had to become something else. 
When you become a mother, how can you be another thing at the same time?” - p .178-9 

The narrator tells us this about Sunny, becoming pregnant and changing who she was. But she actually 
changes before she becomes pregnant. What does Sunny do, and why do you think she makes the 
conscious change? 

Q6: “When he was a child, there were very bad times… These experiences were not lodged in Maxon’s 
memory. They were not allowed to stay there.” - p. 205  

Maxon has persevered beyond a very hard childhood to an adult life that looks very successful from the 
outside. What is the flaw Maxon has, and when does he discover it? Do you think his discovery helps his 
relationship with Sunny when he returns to Earth?  

Q7: “If it was possible for him to fail, he should never have come in the first place…” - p. 239  

As makers and as mothers, we face the same unknown outcome: what will become of this? Does not 
knowing the ending ever keep you from starting? If you knew you could not fail - at mothering or at 
creative work - what would you do differently?  

Q8: “In the pain and the inversion, with all her blood a hot bubble in her head, she finally knew. She was 
unfit, and she was bald. But she was the only mother that was there.” - p. 304   

The end of the novel finds Sunny in a very different place than the beginning of the novel did. What has 
changed in Sunny? Have you ever undergone a similar transformation as a woman, mother, or creator (or 
all three?)?  

Q9: Sunny and her mother both make similar, life-altering decisions in the book. Sunny makes the 
decision as a child of 8, and Emma makes her decisions as a young mother. In what ways are their 
decisions similar, and in what ways are they different?  

Q10: Sunny’s wig holds a significant place in the novel, but seems to represent different things to different 
people. What do you think Emma, Sunny, and Maxon each feel about the wig’s place in their life? How 
does this change throughout the book? 
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“In the pain and the inversion, with all her blood a hot bubble in her head, she finally knew. 
She was unfit, and she was bald. But she was the only mother that was there.” - p. 304 


